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Preface

Our Vision
Mathematics in Action: An Introduction to Algebraic, Graphical, and Numerical Problem
Solving, Fourth Edition, is intended to help college mathematics students gain mathematical
literacy in the real world and simultaneously help them build a solid foundation for future
study in mathematics and other disciplines.
Our team of fourteen faculty, primarily from the State University of New York and the City
University of New York systems, used the AMATYC Crossroads standards to develop this
three-book series to serve a very large population of college students who, for whatever reason, have not yet succeeded in learning mathematics. It became apparent to us that teaching
the same content in the same way to students who have not previously comprehended it is not
effective, and this realization motivated us to develop a new approach.
Mathematics in Action is based on the principle that students learn mathematics best by
doing mathematics within a meaningful context. In keeping with this premise, students
solve problems in a series of realistic situations from which the crucial need for mathematics arises. Mathematics in Action guides students toward developing a sense of indepen
dence and taking responsibility for their own learning. Students are encouraged to construct,
reflect on, apply, and describe their own mathematical models, which they use to solve
meaningful problems. We see this as the key to bridging the gap between abstraction and
application, and as the basis for transfer learning. Appropriate technology is integrated
throughout the books, allowing students to interpret real-life data verbally, numerically,
symbolically, and graphically.
We expect that by using the Mathematics in Action series, all students will be able to achieve
the following goals:
• Develop mathematical intuition and a relevant base of mathematical knowledge.
• Gain experiences that connect classroom learning with real-world applications.
• Prepare effectively for further college work in mathematics and related disciplines.
• Learn to work in groups as well as independently.
• Increase knowledge of mathematics through explorations with appropriate technology.
• Develop a positive attitude about learning and using mathematics.
• Build techniques of reasoning for effective problem solving.
• Learn to apply and display knowledge through alternative means of assessment, such as
mathematical portfolios and journal writing.
Our vision for you is to join the growing number of students using our approaches who discover that mathematics is an essential and learnable survival skill for the 21st century.

xiv
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Pedagogical Features
The pedagogical core of Mathematics in Action is a series of guided-discovery activities in
which students work in groups to discover mathematical principles embedded in realistic situations. The key principles of each activity are highlighted and summarized at the activity’s
conclusion. Each activity is followed by exercises that reinforce the concepts and skills
revealed in the activity.
The activities are clustered within each chapter. Each cluster contains regular activities along
with project and lab activities that relate to particular topics. The lab activities require more
than just paper, pencil, and calculator; they also require measurements and data collection
and are ideal for in-class group work. The project activities are designed to allow students
to explore specific topics in greater depth, either individually or in groups. These activities
are usually self-contained and have no accompanying exercises. For specific suggestions on
how to use the three types of activities, we strongly encourage instructors to refer to the
Instructor’s Resource Manual with Tests that accompanies this text.
Each cluster concludes with two sections: What Have I Learned? and How Can I Practice? The
What Have I Learned? exercises are designed to help students pull together the key concepts of
the cluster. The How Can I Practice? exercises are designed primarily to provide additional
work with the numeric and algebraic skills of the cluster. Taken as a whole, these exercises give
students the tools they need to bridge the gaps between abstraction, skills, and application.
In Chapter 1, two sets of Skills Check exercises follow Clusters 3 and 4 to provide students with
more opportunities to practice basic numerical skills. Additionally, each chapter ends with a
Summary containing a brief description of the concepts and skills discussed in the chapter, plus
examples illustrating these concepts and skills. The concepts and skills are also referenced to
the activity in which they appear, making the format easier to follow for those students who are
unfamiliar with our approach. Each chapter also ends with a Gateway Review, providing students with an opportunity to check their understanding of the chapter’s concepts and skills.

Changes from the Third Edition
The Fourth Edition retains all the features of the previous edition, with the following content
changes.
• All data-based activities and exercises have been updated to reflect the most recent
information and/or replaced with more relevant topics.
• The language in many activities is now clearer and easier to understand.
• Activity 2.9, “Are They the Same?” (now Activity 2.10) is now covered in Cluster 3,
“Problem Solving Using Algebra.”
• Three new activities have been added to Chapters 2, 3, and 4.
• Activity 2.9, “Four out of Five Dentists Prefer Crest”
• Lab Activity 3.11, “Body Parts”
• Activity 4.9, “A Thunderstorm”
• Activity 1.6, “Everything Is Relative,” and Activity 2.4, “Symbolizing Arithmetic,” have
been rewritten extensively.
• An additional objective on determining the replacement values for a variable within a
given situation has been added to Activity 2.1, “Blood-Alcohol Levels.”
• Activities 2.14 and 2.15 from the previous edition have been combined into one activity,
Activity 2.11, “Do It Two Ways.”
• Several activities have moved to MyMathLab to streamline the course without loss of
content.
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Supplements
Instructor Supplements
Annotated Instructor’s Edition
ISBN-13 978-0-321-69273-3
ISBN-10 0-321-69273-X
This special version of the student text provides answers to all exercises directly beneath each
problem.

Instructor’s Resource Manual with Tests
ISBN-13 978-0-321-69274-0
ISBN-10 0-321-69274-8
This valuable teaching resource includes the following materials:
• Sample syllabi suggesting ways to structure the course around core and supplemental
activities and within different credit-hour options.
• Sample course outlines containing timelines for covering topics.
• Teaching notes for each chapter. These notes are ideal for those using the Mathematics
in Action approach for the first time.
• Extra practice worksheets for topics with which students typically have difficulty.
• Sample chapter tests and final exams for in-class and take-home use by individual
students and groups.
• Information about incorporating technology in the classroom, including sample graphing calculator assignments.

TestGen®
ISBN-13 978-0-321-69275-7
ISBN-10 0-321-69275-6
TestGen enables instructors to build, edit, print, and administer tests using a computerized bank
of questions developed to cover all the objectives of the text. TestGen is algorithmically based,
allowing instructors to create multiple but equivalent versions of the same question or test with
the click of a button. Instructors can also modify test bank questions or add new questions. The
software and testbank are available for download from Pearson Education’s online catalog.

Instructor’s Training Video
ISBN-13 978-0-321-69279-5
ISBN-10 0-321-69279-9
This innovative video discusses effective ways to implement the teaching pedagogy of the
Mathematics in Action series, focusing on how to make collaborative learning, discovery
learning, and alternative means of assessment work in the classroom.

Student Supplements
Worksheets for Classroom or Lab Practice
ISBN-13 978-0-321-73836-3
ISBN-10 0-321-73836-5
• Extra practice exercises for every section of the text with ample space for students to
show their work.
• These lab- and classroom-friendly workbooks also list the learning objectives and key
vocabulary terms for every text section, along with vocabulary practice problems.
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• Concept Connection exercises, similar to the What Have I Learned? exercises found in
the text, assess students’ conceptual understanding of the skills required to complete
each worksheet.

MathXL® Tutorials on CD
ISBN-13 978-0-321-69276-4
ISBN-10 0-321-69276-4
This interactive tutorial CD-ROM provides algorithmically generated practice exercises that
are correlated at the objective level to the exercises in the textbook. Every practice exercise is
accompanied by an example and a guided solution designed to involve students in the solution process. The software provides helpful feedback for incorrect answers and can generate
printed summaries of students’ progress.

InterAct Math Tutorial Web Site www.interactmath.com
Get practice and tutorial help online! This interactive tutorial Web site provides algorithmically generated practice exercises that correlate directly to the exercises in the textbook.
Students can retry an exercise as many times as they like with new values each time for unlimited practice and mastery. Every exercise is accompanied by an interactive guided solution that
provides helpful feedback for incorrect answers, and students can also view a worked-out sample problem that steps them through an exercise similar to the one they’re working on.

Pearson Math Adjunct Support Center
The Pearson Math Adjunct Support Center (http://www.pearsontutorservices.com/mathadjunct.html) is staffed by qualified instructors with more than 100 years of combined experience at both the community college and university levels. Assistance is provided for faculty
in the following areas:
• Suggested syllabus consultation
• Tips on using materials packed with your book
• Book-specific content assistance
• Teaching suggestions, including advice on classroom strategies

Supplements for Instructors and Students
MathXL® Online Course (access code required)
MathXL® is a powerful online homework, tutorial, and assessment system that accompanies
Pearson Education’s textbooks in mathematics or statistics. With MathXL, instructors can:
• Create, edit, and assign online homework and tests using algorithmically generated exercises correlated at the objective level to the textbook.
• Create and assign their own online exercises and import TestGen tests for added flexibility.
• Maintain records of all student work tracked in MathXL’s online gradebook.
With MathXL, students can:
• Take chapter tests in MathXL and receive personalized study plans and/or personalized
homework assignments based on their test results.
• Use the study plan and/or the homework to link directly to tutorial exercises for the
objectives they need to study.
• Access supplemental animations and video clips directly from selected exercises.
MathXL is available to qualified adopters. For more information, visit our Web site at
www.mathxl.com, or contact your Pearson representative.
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MyMathLab® Online Course (access code required)
MyMathLab® is a text-specific, easily customizable online course that integrates interactive
multimedia instruction with textbook content. MyMathLab gives you the tools you need to
deliver all or a portion of your course online, whether your students are in a lab setting or
working from home.
• Interactive homework exercises, correlated to your textbook at the objective level, are
algorithmically generated for unlimited practice and mastery. Most exercises are freeresponse and provide guided solutions, sample problems, and tutorial learning aids for
extra help.
• Personalized homework assignments that you can design to meet the needs of your
class. MyMathLab tailors the assignment for each student based on their test or quiz
scores. Each student receives a homework assignment that contains only the problems
they still need to master.
• Personalized Study Plan, generated when students complete a test or quiz or homework, indicates which topics have been mastered and links to tutorial exercises for topics
students have not mastered. You can customize the Study Plan so that the topics available match your course content.
• Multimedia learning aids, such as video lectures and podcasts, animations, and a complete multimedia textbook, help students independently improve their understanding and
performance. You can assign these multimedia learning aids as homework to help your
students grasp the concepts.
• Homework and Test Manager lets you assign homework, quizzes, and tests that are automatically graded. Select just the right mix of questions from the MyMathLab exercise
bank, instructor-created custom exercises, and/or TestGen® test items.
• Gradebook, designed specifically for mathematics and statistics, automatically tracks
students’ results, lets you stay on top of student performance, and gives you control over
how to calculate final grades. You can also add offline (paper-and-pencil) grades to the
gradebook.
• MathXL Exercise Builder allows you to create static and algorithmic exercises for your
online assignments. You can use the library of sample exercises as an easy starting point,
or you can edit any course-related exercise.
• Pearson Tutor Center (www.pearsontutorservices.com) access is automatically included with MyMathLab. The Tutor Center is staffed by qualified math instructors who
provide textbook-specific tutoring for students via toll-free phone, fax, e-mail, and interactive Web sessions.
Students do their assignments in the Flash®-based MathXL Player, which is compatible with
almost any browser (Firefox®, Safari™, or Internet Explorer®) on almost any platform
(Macintosh® or Windows®). MyMathLab is powered by CourseCompass™, Pearson
Education’s online teaching and learning environment, and by MathXL®, our online homework, tutorial, and assessment system. MyMathLab is available to qualified adopters. For
more information, visit www.mymathlab.com or contact your Pearson representative.
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